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LynnDianneBeene
LynnDianne
Beene and Scott P. Sanders
College English,
English, Jay L.
L Robinson
Robinson calls
calIs for
for English
English profesprofesIn a 1985 article in Collexe
"rethink what we
we mean
mean by
by reading
reading and by
by writing"
writing" (489).
(489). He
He
sors to "rethink
who would
would design or
or administer
administer writing
writing programs:
programs:
offers advice to those who
proper aim for writing programs ....
might well
well be
be to
to invite
invite and
and help
help
A Drover
. . minht

students to develop as eethnographers
of~thoight-ascarefuland
thought-as
careful and reflective
reflective
st;dents
t ~ ~ ~ g r ~of
hers
participant-observers, critical thinkers
thinkers of
of their
their own
own thoughts,
thoughts, ....
able to
to
. . able
varticivant-observers,
assert Bnd
and make aa place for themselves as
as makers
makers of
of meanings
meanings that
that are
are
Hssert
personally satisfying.
satisfying ....
. . . (492).
personally

!.

the means
means of
of making
making such
such
Ideally, writing programs offer students the
meanings, of
of obtaining such satisfactions,
satisfactions, both
both in
in the
the world
world of
ofliterature
literature
and in the world of
of work. However, many
many writing
writing programs
programs fallshort
fall short of
of
these ideals because they simply overlay
overlay aa traditional
traditional curriculum
curriculum of
of
specialized courses,
courses, typically
typically in
in technical
technical
literary studies with a few specialized
writing and traditional grammar, and assume that
that students
students will
will develop
develop
professional
professional writing skills from their
their experiences
experiences analyzing
analyzing literary
literary
texts. Rethinking the complementary skills
skills of
of reading
reading and
and writing
writing
demands a new curriculum,
curriculum, one that
that does not
not diminish the
the importance
importance of
of
either literary analysis or the mastery of
of applied skills.
skills. An
An innovative
innovative
writing program
program should encourage this
this process
process of
of curricular
curricular redefiniredefinition. At the University of
of New Mexico (UNM), we
we feel
feel we
we have
have created
created
such a writing program-the
program-the concentration in
in professional
professional writing.
writing.
The undergraduate
undergraduate English curriculum
curriculum at UNM has
has evolved
evolved over
over the
the
last seven years from a single curriculum concentrating
concentrating on
on literary
literary study
study
to an array of several curricula, each with its own concentration. The
The
traditional concentration remains to prepare
prepare students for graduate
graduate study
study
of
of literature. The other concentrations emphasize pre-law,
pre-law, pre-business,
pre-business,
public school teaching, creative writing,
writing, and, most
most recently, professional
professional
writing.
Recognizing that most of
of our undergraduate majors enter
enter nonnonacademic, professional careers, the Department
Department approved the
the newest
newest
concentration in the fall
fan of
of 1984.
1984. The professional
professional writing
writing curriculum
curriculum
attempts to integrate the study of
of writing practice,
practice, language theory,
theory, and
and
literary criticism into a single curriculum that will prepare
prepare students
students for
for
the diverse employment opportunities they will find after they
they graduate.
graduate.
The professional writing concentration
concentration teaches the analytical, research,
research,
and writing skills needed for non-academic,
non-academic, professional
professional careers
careers in
in
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technical writing
writing and
and editing,
editing, public
public relations,
relations, and
and©many
other
Council
of Writing
Program Administrators
technical
other
positions
in business'
business and
and government.
government. In
In that
that sense,
sense, the concentration is
is vocain
tional. But
But itit also
also asks
asks students
students to'
to question
question 'what
what it
it means
means to
to be a
tional.
professional writer.
writer. To
To the
the uninitiated,
uninitiated, writers
writers in
in the
the world of work are
are
professional
quasi-professionals, support
support staff who
who merely
merely transmit the information
quasi-professionals,
they communicate.
communicate. In
In fact,
fact, professional writers are
are responsible for the
the
they
rhetorical effectiveness
effectiveness of
of their work.
work. For the
the most part they do
do not
rhetorical
originate information,
information, but
but they
they create
create the
the documents
documents whose contexts
originate
turn information
information into
into knowledge, and knowledge into
into action.
action.
turn
To be
be more
more than skilled
skilled technicians,
technicians, more than hacks or propagandists,
To
professional writers must critically
critically examine their roles
roles as communicators.
The
messenger
is
no
longer
removed
from
the morality of the
tors.
is
message. Recognizing and reconciling the moral dilemmas of life is the
study in
great theme of the humanities in general and of literature study
O u r professional writing concentration anticipated
particular. Our
Robinson's call
call for
for new
new curricula:
curricula: it offers
offers students
students vocational and
Robinson's
humanistic preparation
preparation by
skills and critically
critically examining the
humanistic
by teaching skills
contexts in
in which
which those
those skills
skills will be employed.
contexts

Curriculum Description
Description
Curriculum
The curriculum requires thirty-four hours
hours of coursework in English
The
the six hours of freshman
freshman composition required of all UNM
UNM
beyond the
students. Twelve
Twelve of
of these
these hours
hours are
are in
in writing
writing courses,
courses, and
and twenty-one
twenty-one
students.
hours are
are in literature and language
language seminars and surveys. One hour of
credit is
is granted for
for a required internship
internship in writing, completing the
thirty-four hours of required English courses. In addition to their English
students complete a professional complement that requires nine
study, students
hours of
of upper
upper division
division coursework
coursework in
in aa technical,
professional, or
hours
technical, professional,
or scienscienfield. Finally, students
students must demonstrate minimal computer competific field.
tency by demonstrating proficiency in the use of a word processor. The
complete sequence of courses is
is presented at the end of the article, along
complete
with descriptions
descriptions of
of the
the writing
writing courses,
courses, aa Jisting
listing of
of some
some recent
internwith
recent internship
placements,
and
the
titles
of
some
representative
senior
projects.
ship
some

Of the twelve
twelve hours of required writing courses, nine are upper diviOf
sion, which balance exactly with the nine hours of upper division work
sion,
required in Jiterature
literature and criticism. The concentration is similar to an
English honors curriculum designed for students whose special interests
are in writing rather than in literature, and in non-academic, professional
employment rather than in graduate English study. The similarity to an
honors program is strongest in the senior year when all students complete an internship and most complete an optional senior project. Students may elect to substitute an additional upper division writing
seminar for the senior project, but most choose to do a project. Instead of
of
26

'the
the traditional curriculum's
curriculum's honors seminar and seniorithesis,profes-"
senior'thesis, professional
sional writing students undertake an internship and then an -extensive
extensive
writing project that culminates in a written report of undergraduate

thesis length and quality. The
The project report is reviewed by the Professional Writing Committee, and the student must give a public, oral
presentation in a manner similar to the defense of an honors thesis.
The curriculum does not require English 219, our department's
department's service
course in technical writing. We decided it would not be wise to mix

English majors preparing for careers as professional writers with engineering and business majors seeking skills to complement their profesprofessional careers. We require technical writing in the 18-hour
I8-hour professional
professional
writing minor, where 219's
219's focus on the writing needs of
of students who
are not English majors is appropriate. For majors, the course is optional.
This makes the technical writing course analogous to the 100 and 200level literature courses the Department offers that do not satisfy
requirements in the traditional literature concentration. Students take
of other departments, the colsuch courses to fulfill the requirements of
lege, the university, or simply to satisfy their own curiosity.
We do offer a course devoted to technical writing in the major concenjunior-level
tration. It is taught in rotation with other topics in the junior-level
writing, English 320. In different
workshop in advanced expository writing,
senior-level
semesters, the 320 workshop and its companion course, the senior-level
411 special topics course, focus on different genres, such as technical
writing, non-fiction
non-fiction writing, science writing,
writing, and writing for visual
writing,
one of
of many careers open to
to
presentation. Technical writing is only one
technical
professional writing graduates. Excluding the service course in technical
writing curriculum
curriculum
writing from the required courses in the professional writing
emphasizes that the concentration is an English degree, that it is connot simply an
an expansion
expansion of
of
cerned with literacy in a broad sense, that it is not
Department's service offerings in technical
technical writing.
the Department's

Literacy as a Professional Skill
department is the appropriate academic address for a curThe English department
professional credential.
credential.
riculum that promotes literacy as a generalized professional
intelligence
Professional writers must possess an analytical and critical intelligence
power-they must
must be
be insightful
insightful
coupled with a synthetic, expressive power-they
readers as well
well as efficient writers. The critical
critical reading
reading of
of literature
literature
promotes research
research and analytical skills,
skills, and
and the
the practice
practice of
of writing
writing skills
skills
critical reading
reading of
of all types of
of writing,
writing, literary and
and nonnonencourages the critical
Together with
with a basic knowledge of
of the
the grammatical
grammatical strucstrucliterary alike. Together
of our language and familiarity with
with professional
professional practices
practices acquired
acquired
ture of
professional complement
complement coursework,
coursework, the professional
professional writing
writing
in the professional
27
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curriculum offers
offers aa rigorous
rigorous .preparation
preparation for a,
a professional

on
on proficient
proficient writing skills.
skills.

John J. Clayton writes
writes that majoring in English "leads
"leads naturally
naturally to
to
careers in many areas"(122)
areas" (122) because students learn how
how to learn: "They
"They
...
creative, aware, critical learners"
learners" (123), which makes
makes them
them
. . . become creative,
"people who think for themselves, communicate well, and operate with
with a
complex humanity,"
humanity," who are thereby "more
"more competent in
in new
new learning,
[and]
field" (125). This is attractive
attractive stuff
stuff for all
all
[andl better professionals in any field
practical recommendation that Clayton offers is
is
humanists, but the practical
with better
better
only that English departments should provide their majors with
counseling about non-academic careers. He recommends
recommends against changchanging the traditional curriculum to include courses that explicitly teach
teach
non-academic skills.
skills.

That
That the
the traditional
traditional literature
literature curriculum is
is a decent preparation for
for
aa professional career
career has
has been argued
argued in
in several
several articles and pamphlets

(see
(see Orange
Orange 1972,
1972, rev.
rev. 1979;
1979; Evans 1978;
1978; Clayton
Clayton 1981)
1981) and is the sole
topic
topic of
of Dorothy
Dorothy K.
K. Bestor's well-known book Aside fTom
from Teaching English,
What
These authors
authors answer
answer the
the central question
W h a finin the
the WOTld
World Can
Can You
Y o u Do? These
about
about English
English studies,
studies, that
that Bestor candidly
candidly acknowledges
acknowledges in her title, by
citing
citing non-academic
non-academic careers
careers that
that English
English graduates
graduates have successfully
pursued.
pursued. But
But none
none of them
them calls
calls for
for fundamental
fundamental changes
changes in the English
curriculum.
curriculum.
Linwood
Linwood E.
E. Orange's
Orange's pamphlet,
pamphlet, English:
English: The
The PTe-PTofessional
Pre-Professional MajoT,
Major, is
is the
classic
classicsource
sourcefor
for statistics
statisticsindicating
indicating the
the employment
employment market
market value of an
an
English
English degree.
degree. Orange
Orange surveyed
surveyed "fifty-three
"fifty-three law schools
schools and thirtyseven
....nearly four hundred industrial organizations of
seven medical
medicalschools
schools..
the
the 'blue
'blue chip'
chip' variety, and
and forty-three
forty-three governmental agencies" (2).
(2). He
discovered
discovered English
English majors
majors working everywhere he looked, from aircraft
industries
industries to
to rubber
rubber manufacturers.
manufacturers. These former
former literature majors held
an
an equally
equally wide
wide variety
variety of positions
positions (see
(seeOrange, Table 2, p.
p. 9).
9). Orange's
immediate
immediate point
point isis important and
and utterly convincing: the jobs are there
for
for English
Engllsh majors
majors who
who will
will actively
actively seek
seek them.

!

b

But
But Orange's
Orange's larger
larger argument
argument that
that the
the traditional English curriculum
adequately
adequately prepares
prepares students
students for
for those
those jobs is
is not so
so convincing. Orange
notes
preparanotes that
that some
some of
of the
the more
more successful
successful job seekers
seekers had academic
academicpreparations quite
quitedifferent
different from
from the
the typical
typical English major's.
major's. He cites
cites aa8'straight
tions
"straight
A
A 'double
'double major'
major' (English
(English and
and Business
Business Administration)" as
as "the most
successfulof
of these
thesegraduates,"
graduates,"and
also notes
notes that"several
thatf'several..
successful
and also
....graduates
graduates
whoincluded
includedadvanced
advanced composition,
composition, creative writing, and
and technical
technical writwho
ing in
in their
their undergraduate
undergraduate curricula"
curricula" found
found satisfying
satisfying work
work as
as technical
technical
ing
writers (19).
(19).Orange
Orange mentions these
these students
students in passing without assesswriters
ing how
how much
much their
their extra-literary studies
studies might
might have influenced their
ing
success in
in the
the job market or
or reflecting
reflecting that
that these
these students' experiences
success
might indicate
indicate aa need for
for chanses
changes in
in the
the English curriculum.
curriculum.
might

William H.
H. Evans
Evans takes
takes an
an historical approach, citing studies from
from the
William
1930s to
to document
document first
first that
that today's poor job market for
for college profes1930s
sors of
of literature
literature isis not
not an
an aberration
aberration and second that English
English majors
majors
sors
have always
always entered
entered careers
careers outside
outside of
of academe.
academe. Evans
Evans summarizes the
have
advice of
of the
the authors
authors he
he researched,
researched, and
and he asserts
asserts that
that their advice
advice
advice
remains valid:
valid: "Stress
"Stress at
at all
all times
times the
the practical skills
skills of reading, writing,
remains
and speaking.
speaking. Give
Give practice, practice, practice in
in writing ...
. . . better
and
information about
about alternative
alternative careers
careers ...
. . . [and]
[and] participate actively in
information
non-teaching internships"
internships"(205).
Like Orange,
Orange, Evans
Evans does
does not discuss
discuss the
non-teaching
(205). Like
problems students
students would
would encounter
encounter trying
trying to
to accomplish
accomplish these
these goals
goals
problems
28

requirements of
of the
the traditional
traditional
while meeting the survey and seminar requirements
literature curriculum.

Evans writes that the "B.A.
"B.A. in English is a viable degree,
degree, provided
provided the
the
student.
. . adds non-English courses and work experience in a field
student ...
field in
in
which that student has interests and skills"
skills" (204).
(204). And
And Clayton
Clayton tells
tells us
us
that "one
"one theme asserted itself
itself again and again: the
the necessity for
for traintrainEnglish-through coursework,
coursework, job
job experience,
experience, and advanced
ing outside English-through
degrees"(130)
degrees"
(130) [Clayton's
[Clayton's emphasis]. The obvious question that is neither
neither
asked nor answered is this: What is really viable and relevant? The
The
English degree? O
Orr is it the "non-English
"non-English courses,"
courses," the "training
"training outside
outside
English"?
UNM's
UNM's professional
profeSSional writing concentration responds to
to this question
by clearly identifying the acquisition of language skills, analytical skills,
skills,
and writing skills
skills as the three goals of
of a pre-professional
pre-professional approach to
English studies. The integrative theory behind the concentration
concentration is evident in the three courses students must take before
before beginning
beginning upper
upper
division work: English 240, "Traditional
"Traditional Grammar";
Grammar"; English 250, "The
"The
Literature"; and English 298, "Writing
Analysis of Literature";
"Writing and the Professions."
Professions."

I

Sophomore-level courses provide the
the foundation of
of basic
basic knowledge
knowledge
and skills that allows for more intensive study in upper division courses.
In the teaching concentration, English 240's
240's curricular role is to ensure
that future ~
u b l i cschool teachers thoroughly understand
public
understand the structure
structure
of English as it is described by traditional grammar. In the
the pre-graduate,
pre-graduate,
traditional literature concentration, English 250 introduces students to
to
methods of
of literary criticism. In the professional writing
writing concentration,
concentration,
a r a l l ecourses
l
that prepare students to take
240 and 250 become ~
parallel
take Engof traditionalgrammar
traditional grammar
lish 298, the pivotal sophomore course. The study of
in 240 introduces students to basic analytical techniques for working
with sentences; English 250 does the same for whole texts. Then, in
English 298, students see how the knowledge gained in the two earlier
courses may be used in the world of
of professional
profeSSional writing.
writing. For example,
copyediting uses some of the analytical skills learned in the study of
29
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traditional grammar; substantive
analysis,
and rhetorisubstantive editing, audience

"al
cal analysis
analysis use some
some of the analytical skills
skills learned in the study
study of
criticism.
criticism.
Students
"Writing and
explore the
Students in
in8'Writing
and the Professions"
Professions"exp1ore
the range of careers
open
open to
to college
college graduates
graduates with strong
strong writing abilities. They write two
papers
papers each
each in
in the
the context of three
three scenarios
scenarios that reflect the genres that
roughly describe
describe the
the employment
employment opportunities for
for writing professionals:
sionals: technical
technical writing, public
public information and
and public
public relations writing,
ing, and
and freelance
freelance non-fiction writing.
writing. Some
Some limited library
library research into
the
the concept
concept of
of professionalism
professionalism itself is
is augmented
augmented by the
the presentations
of
of professional
professional writers
writers who
who appear
appear as
as guest
guest speakers
speakers to
to discuss
discuss their
experiences
and
respond
to
students'
questions.
The
course
combines
experiences and respond to students'questions. The course combines the
the
identification
identificationand
and practice
practice of
of professional
professional writing skills
skills with reflection on
on
the
the ethos
ethos that
that must
must accompany
accompany the
the application
application of
of those
those skills
skills if
if aa practipractitioner
tioner is
is to
to be
be recognized as
as aa true
true professional.

Literacy
Literacy and
and Literature
Literature

Beyond basics,
basics, more
and more
companies are
in^ analytic
analvtic skills
and
Beyond
more and
more companies
are teach
teaching
skills and
crhcal thinking,
th~nk~ng,
conceptual bases
bases for
for transferable
transferableknowledge,
knowledge, foreign.lanforeign lancritical
conceptual
guage, psychology
psychology and
and sociology.
socrology, economics,
economics, college
dlgebra,
physics,
and
guage.
coUege
dlgebra,
physics,
. and
other courses
courses in science
science and
and technology
technology (77).
(77).
other

I
I.
Y

We
We agree
agree with
with E.
E. D.
D. Hirsch,
Hirsch, Jr.
Jr. that
that as
as English
English professors
professors "our
"our recent
recent
experiment
of
being
exclusively
professors
of
literature
has
been
experiment of being exclusively professors of literature has been aa rather
rather
short-lived
short-lived and
and unsuccessful
unsuccessful one,
one, with
with unfortunate
unfortunate practical
practical conseconsequences"
quences" (64).
(64).One
Oneof
of the
the most
most unfortunate
unfortunate of
of those
thoseconsequences
consequencesis
is the
the
vitiating
vitiating schism
schism in
in English
English departments
departments between
between literature
literature and
and writing
writing
professors.
professors. Maxine
Maxine Hairston,
Hairston, in
in her
her keynote
keynote speech
speech at
a t the
the 1985
1985CCCe,
CCCC,
expressed
called for
expressed the
thefrustration
frustration of
of many
manywriting
writing professors
professors when
when she
shecalled
for
"a
"a psychological
psychological break
break with
with the
the literary
literary critics
critics who
who today
today dominate
dominate the
the
profession
profession of
of English
English studies"
studies" (1).
(1).UNM's
UNM's professional
professional writing
writing concenconcentration
is
our
attempt
to
avert
this
break,
to
replace
Hairston's
tration is our attempt to avert this break, to replace Hairston's call
call for
for
separation
separation with
with aa call
call for
for reunion.
reunion. Our
Our professional
professional writing
writing concentraconcentration
tion recalls
recalls an
an older
older time
time when
when the
the mission
mission of
of English
English departments
departments was
was
defined
defined by
by commitment
commitment to
to aa more
more broadly
broadly defined
defined literacy-to
literacy-to reading
reading
and
and to
to writing,
writing, in
in more
more equal
equal measures.
measures.
Today,
curricula they
Today,literature
literatureand
andwriting
writing professors
professors and
andthe
thecurricula
they teach
teach in
in
need
need each
eachother
other in
in aa single,
single, united
united department
department for
for very
very practical,
practical, unrounromantic
manticreasons.
reasons. Academics
Academicshave
have always
always been
been challenged
challenged to
to articulate
articulate to
to
society
society outside
outsideof
of the
the university
university the
the relevance
relevance of
of our
our studies
studies and
and of
of our
our
teaching.
teaching. But
But recently
recently the
the nature
nature of
of this
this challenge
challenge has
has profoundly
profoundly
changed.
changed. Corporations
Corporations are
are spending
spending billions
billionsof
of dollars
dollars annually
annually to
to train
train
students,
students, not
not all
all of
of them
them employees.
employees. In
In mOre
more and
and more
more cases,
cases, the
the corcorporate
porate classroom
classroom isis part
part of
of an
an accredited,
accredited, degree
degree granting
granting program.
program.
These
Thesehuge
hugeexpenditures
expenditureswould
would not
not threaten
threatenacademia
academia ifif training
trainingmeant
meant
no
no more
more than
than teaching
teaching the
the application
application of
of specific
specificskills
skills to
to specific
specificjobs.
jobs.
However,
However, corporations
corporations now
nowtrain
train students
studentsin
ineverything
everythingfrom
from remedial
remedial
30

sophisticatedgraduate
research. In a recent Carnegie Founeducation to sophisticated
graduate research..
instruction in cordation Special Report, Nell Eurich documents how instruction
porate classrooms is encroaching upon the traditional domain of
of colleges
coneges
and universities:

Eurich's statement is chilling: no
nodepartment
Eurich's
department in any college or university
goes
unchallenged.
Those
of
us in
in English,
whether we
we teach
teach
sity goes unchallenged. Those of us
English, whether
Romantic
poetry
or
advanced
composition,
should
be
especially
sensitive
Romantic poetry or advanced composition, should be especially sensitive
to the
the implications
implications of the corporations' need to offer instruction in
to
"analytic skills
skillsand
and critical
critical thinking."
thinking." Cultivating precisely those habits of
"analytic
mind has
has been
been the
the traditional
traditional province
province of
of the
the University,
University, the
the special
special
mind
specific Concern
concern of the
charge of the colleges of liberal arts, and the specific
Englishcurriculum.
traditional English
curriculum. The syllabi being distributed in these new
corporate classrooms
classrooms should
should tell us that English curricula
curricula designed to
corporate
teach
"analytic
skills
and
critical
thinking"predominant1y
teach"analytic skills
thinking" predominantly in the context
of literary criticism
criticism do
do not adequately prepare students
students to analyze
analyze and
criticize
outside
of
academe.
The
remedy
to
this
deficiency,
however, is
is
criticize outside of academe. The remedy to this deficiency, however,
not to
to create
create separate
separate writing
writing departments
departments with
with heavily
heavily skills-based
skills-based
not
curricula. That would challenge
challenge the
the corporate
corporate trainers on their own
curricula.
vocational ground-and
ground-and lose.
lose. Let
Let the
the corporations
corporations have the vocational
vocational
ground. But
But keep
keep them
them there.
there.
ground.
English department
department faculty
faculty and
and students
students need not choose
choose between
English
avoiding or
or embracing
embracing either
either vocationalism
vocationalism or
or humanism.
humanism. Hairston
Hairston
avoiding
pointed to
to this
this conclusion
conclusion when
when she
she noted
noted that
that nothing
nothing is
is"more
central
pointed
"more central
to
English
studies
than
teaching
people
to
write"
(
2
)
and
that
writing
to English studies than
people to write" (2) and
courses teach
teach "the
"the exercise
exerciseof
of aa primary
primary intellectual
intellectual activity"
activity" (4).
(4). UNM's
UNM's
courses
professional
writing
curriculum
defines
a
sequence
of
courses
designed
professional writing curriculum defines a sequence courses
to show
show students
students how
how that
that "primary
"primary intellectual
intellectual activity"
activity" is
is relevant
relevant to
to
to
both writing
writing and
and literature
literature courses,
courses, to
to both
both the
the academic
academic and
and the
the nonboth
academic interests
interests in
in our
our society.
society.
academic

Conclusion
Conclusion
Webelieve
believe that
that the
themost
most promising
promising future
future of
of specialized
specializedwriting
writing study
studyis
is
We
asone
one part
part of
of aa generalized
generalized English
English curriculum
curriculum that
that accepts
accepts the
the complecompleas
mentary importance
importanceof
of writing
writingand
andliterature.
literature. Similarly,
Similarly,the
themost
most promispromismentary
ing future
future for
forspecialized
specializedliterature
literature study
study isis as
as another
another part
part of
of that
that same
same
ing
curriculum. We
We want
want writing
writing across
across the
the English
English department.
department.
curriculum.
31
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